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A light spotted rattle snake about thirty six inches in length was
obtained from the Helena Police Department in September 19U9»

The snake

was killed a few weeks later, ty placing it in a apple box with a stick
supplied with a wire loop firmly around its neck, of course any reasonable
large size box could have be n used, because the box was used only so as
to push the snake’s head up against a piece of cotton, which was kept
saturated with ether and the nose of the snake was pushed against the
cotton until the snake had become asphxiated.

The snake put up a great

resistance and the process of killing took about thirty minutes, after
this time it still was not certain that the snake was dead, so to remove
all doubt and for safety the snake was placed in a fifteen gallon drum
with a firmly attached cover for two hours with a large piece of cotton
inside also, which was saturated with ether.
After two hours the snake was removed from the drum.

It was then

certain that the snake was dead, so the process of skinning it took place.
All of the skin was removed from toe body and the skin was of no use so
it was thrown away.

The rattles were then seperated from the body at

toe last vertebrae and the rattles were kept in a small box for protection
until they were mounted*

The abdomen was then cut open and all of the

inards were removed, also the soft flesh of its body was removed as much as
possible with out destroying its bones.
The process of maceration recommended by Libbie Hyman (Comparative
Anatomy, Page 370) was used.

By this process the snake was placed in a

porcelin pan, which was very large, and there was enough water put in the
pan to completely cover the snake at all times.

Hie pan was then placed

in the open air, but in a place where no foreign objects could enter the
pan, such as metal and wood because such substances would discolor the
bones, so to prevent this a window screen was placed over the pan.

The

bones were left in water until all of the flesh had become loosened, to

aid this process the bones were brushed frequently with a small brush and
the water was changed as often as the bones were brushed.

This process was

done rather than boiling, so as not to injure the bones which were small and
delicate, this procedure was rather long and boredom, but nevertheless it
proved beneficial.
\fhen the bones were somewhat clean the vertebre was divided into four
different sections and placed in separate containers so that the bones and
vertebrae would not get mixed up.

Additional washing and cleaning was done

in these containers and after the vertebrae were completely dean they were
transfered to a small wire.

The wire was small enough to go through all of

the vertebrae even those small vertebrae in the tail.
A pine board was obtained which was four foot in length and thirteen
inches wide, this was for the base of the skeleton*

This board had to be

sanded, after it was sanded there was one coat of stain given and two coats
of varnish*

It was sanded again before the last coat of varnish was given

to smoothen the surface.
Since a good skeletal preparation is distinguished by clean, white
bones and by a correct and natural disarticulation, the steps of bleaching
and mounting are important.
The bleaching was done with Hydrogen Peroxide, which is a very good
bleaching agent.

The bones were rather clean and therefore didn’t need very

mucji bleaching.

The vertebrae which were on the wire were painted with pure

Hydrogen Peroxide and was left on the vertebrae very shortly and then it was
washed off with pure water.

The ribs and skull were emersed in Hydrogen

Peroxide for a short time and then washed with water, the washing in water
was to remove all of the Hydrogen Peroxide.

This procedure was done rather

than to dilute the peroxide in water, because by this method it only took
a little bleaching agent, where as it wruld have taken much more to dilute
the bleaching agent and leave all of the bones emersed in it for sometime to
accomplish the same job*

The method I used seemed to be very successful.

The mounting must be of such a type that it will be sturdy enough to with
stand the handling by many classes of students.

The finished specimen was

attached to the prepared board by attaching thin copper wire to the vertebrae
every six inches apart, the vertebral skeleton was thirty six Inches in
length so there were six wires attached to the vertebral column.

There were

holes drilled through the middle of the board to correspond to these wires,
the holes drilled were every small.

The vertebral column was then attached

to the board by passing these wires through the corresponding holes for them,
the wires were then pulled tightly and stapled twice for each of the six wires
on the back of the board.

Hie skull was separate from the vertebral column

and to attach it to the back of the board there were two holes drilled through
the board, which were one inch apart in front of the vertebral column, a wire
was then passed through the mouth and then the ends of the wire were passed
through the holes in the board and finally stapled on the back of the board
like the wires for the vertebral column.

The rattles were attached to the

board at the tail end of the vertebral column by a nylon string which was
around the rattles with three half-hitches and the string was then passed
through the two small holes in the board and then st pled on the back of the
board.

For the attachment of the ribs there was a thick coat of glue painted

along each side of the vertebral column and the ribs were placed in the glue
by their corresponding vertebrae, when the glue dried the ribs were firmly
attached by this method.

When the glue was dry there was then a coat of

shellac painted over the entire skeleton, this was done to preserve the bones
from breaking up in years to come.
In all snakes the number of joints in the backbone are very large, and
each of these with the exception of a few near the extremity of the tail is
provided with a pair of rather long, slender, and curved ribs, the extremities
of which correspond to the large inferior shields of the body in the species
these are present.

The ribs articulate by a single head with a facet on the

side of each vertebrae.

In snakes there are invariably present additional

articular facets on the front and back surfaces known as zygantra and
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zygosphenes, and it is owing to this complicated system of articulation that
a snake is able to make the wonderful foldings and centortious characteristic
of its kind without fear of dislocating the spine.

It is disbutable by many

authors, but it is thought that no snske has any trace of a breast-bone, nor
any vestige of a pectoral arch, there being no rudiments of either blade-bone,
cora-coid, or collar bone. When progressing on a firm surface the rattle
snake walks entirely by the aid of its ribs, which are but bory loosely
articulated to the bertebrae, and this readily admit of a large amount of
motion.

When a part of their body has some projection of the ground which

affords it a point of sup ort, the ribs, alternately of one and the the other
side, are drawn more closely together, thereby producing alternate bends of
the bodj»1 on the corresponding side.

The hinder portion of the body being

drawn after some part of its finds another support on the rough ground or a
projection, and the anterior bends being stretched in a straight line, the
front part of the body is propelled in consequence.

During this peculiar

kind of locomotion, the numerous broad shields of the beely are of great
advantage, as by means of the free edges of these sheilds they are enabled
to catch the smalles projection on the ground, which may be used as point of
support.

Snakes are not „ble to move over a prefectly smooth surface.

It

may be added that a snake is only able to move by lateral undulation of its
body in a horizontal plan* and that the picture often seen in which these
reptiles are depicted as advancing with the folds of the body placed in a
vertical plane are altogether erroneous.

Hie internal organisms of a snake

like its skeleton are long and slendor and it is remarble that only one lung
is developed*
In rattle snakes on each of the upper jaw below and behind the eye is
situated the poison gland merely an ultra-developeser-1 of an ordinary salivary
gland; these glands in some cases being so developed as to extend far back
along the side of the body.

The gland is overlain by a layer of muscles, for

the purpose of forcing the secretion into the tooth (the base which is always
open) when reguired; this action always takes place when the snake opens the

mouth to bite.

Hie poison then flows along the channel or tube of the tooth,

and is discharged at its extremity in- the wound.
The rattle snakes are sufficiently distinguished from their al ies by the
jointed horny appendages at the end of the tail from which they derive their
name.

In the young rattle snake the tail terminates in a somewhat nail-like

•’button”, which in a perfect rattle remains at the tip, the various rings,
which may reach to twenty or more in numbers, being gradually interpolated
between this and the scally portion of the tail.

Mor or less symmetrical in

form, the rattle is composed of hollow, horny rings, substance which are inter
locked with one another and are yet so elastic as to allow of a considerable
amount of motion between them.

The various wings do not appear to be formed

with any regularity, aometimes several being added in a single year, while
at other seasons but one is developed; neither does there seems to be any
relation between the growth of the rattle and the changing of the skin.

That

very large rattles must however belong to old snakes must be obvious; arid that
this is really the case is shown by the circumstances that all the present day
rattles with twenty rings are very seldom met with, since with the advance of
cultivation is is rarely that these noxious reptiles are suffered to attain
their full age.
The most interesting point in connection with rattle snakes is the use
to which the appendages from which they derive their name is put, for use it
must surely have.

The old view wastthat it was intended to warn creatures

preyed on by thes reptiles of the approach of their enemy; but in reggrd to
this suggestion, Darwin will observed that "I would almost as soon believe
that the cat curls the enof of its tail when preparing to spring in order to
warn the doomed mouse.

It is a much raore probable view that the rattle snake

uses its rattle, the cobra expands its frill, the puff-adder swells while
hissing so loudly and harshly, in order to alarm the many birds and blasts
which are known to attack even the most renomois species.

Snakes act on the

same principle which makes a hen ruffle her feathers and expand her wings when
a dog approaches her chickens.” In th s passage there is a view that the rattle
is an instrument of intimidation.

It may, however, be observed that the sound

wd ;ld be quite as likely to atfcrc.ck enemies as to repcll t&mm» Moreover, it
is now a well ascertained fact that rattle snakes do not possess the power of
hissingj and as that faculty seems more colsoly connected with fear than with
any other emotion, it would be quite reasonable to suppose that the rattle stands
in place of the hiss#

Another feature in the contrmn rosy is the circumstance

that the sound Of the rattle of one snake causes all Its kindred within hoajv
ing to sound their am$ and the organ therefore probably serves as a means of
communication* "What is known as the "dinner-bell” theory, that is that a rattle
make attracts insects like grase-hoppere and cicadas within striking distance
I
by the resemblance of the sound of its rattle to their own stridulntion utterances,
has been pretty clearly disprovedj while if it required a farther quite,
eircuastnnces that these reptiles do so
would be sufficient.

the

appear to prey habitually upon insects

On the whole, while admitting that fear has probably sosae

share in the natter, it seems bettor to suspend our judgement before difirsitoly
committing ourselves to any one particular view.

That rattle snakes are scene

of the m m t deadly of all venomous serpents myta freely adnittedj and it
seas that w© must almost- concede that they possess the mysterious power of
"fascinating" their vietir»s before strictlng.

OSTEOLOGY

The internal supporting tram work of the body or endo-akelaton is to
be sonsidered here*

Ibis consists of an axial portion comprising the skull

and vertebral column*
The axial skeleton consists of*
1» SKULL <* -i/isabl© into cranium or brain case which protects
the organs of special sense, and a visceral skeleton which supports the
respiratory onpartus and inclines the facial bones*
2* VERTEBRAE COLUI® - Serves as a supporting axis for the
body, its structure, however, is such to allow movement since it is composed
of ® number of moveable parts, the vertebrae*
A more complete list of distinguish ng eh racteristic are as fellows, for
the axial skeleton*
1*

The vertebrae are gaetrocontrous

2*

The ekull articuletea with atlas by one c&ndyle, which'
is formed miniy by the basioeipitsl#

3» The wandlble consists of many pieces and articulatos
with the cranium through the quadrate bones*

hm There is an auditory coluanellor apparatus into the
fenestra ovalis*
The bones of tile skull are so arranged that the jaws are extremely
mobile*

This allows the snake to shallow objects four or five tines the

diameter of its neck, this is because the right and left halves of the lower
jaw ar® not firmly united, but are connected by an elastic band*

^hm

swallowing the glottis is pulled forward, thus preventing the snake from
choking*

The vertebrae are very msacrous, there raaybo over four hundred and

a large number of ribs ar® also present*

<

OOnCJLSIlH
In a brief resume ® few advisable oarsjsents might be prevented to aid in
a like preparation at a later date.

The following outline is submitted to show

in an orderly sequence the procedure to bo hollowed*
The material necessary for the mechanics of the project should be first
obtained so that time between steps maybe utilised to an advantage#

By this

is meant that such mterJ hi a*, the board for the mounting-base, the necessary
wire for the vertebral column, and for attachments, also stain, glue and
varnish and tools which may be beneficial for the project should be on hand#
The worker, in beginning, should allow himself sufficient time to kill,
skin and flesh the animal without interruption# The vertebral column should
I
be divided as soon as the animal is killed into four different sections, with
the corresponding ribs#

These sections hoald be in differant pans, so that the

vertebrae and ribs will not get mixed up#
After all the flesh has boon removed fro© the bones a small durable wire
can be put through the vertebral column, this way all the Vertebrae will be in
their orgina! coder*

The wire with the vertebra® can be attached to the

designed board, with small holes drolled through the board, so that e small
wire can be put through the holes after the wire has been attached to the
vertebral column «very six inches apart and then these wires

cm

be stapled

to the back of the board this procedure will hold the Vertebral column firmly
in place,

-hen the vertebral column has been attached, a thin coat of glue

cna be spread about an inch wide along the sides of the vertebral column and
the corresponding ribs can be placed in the glue by their vertebral, when the
ribs are wet in the glue another coat of glue can be painted over all the ribs
for security#
The Head can be attached to tha front of the vertebral column by drilling
two assail holes an inch apart through fie board and than passing a wire through
the skull and through the holes, and stapling both ends of the wire on the
bade of the board*

Tue rattles can be attached to the end of the vertebral column by drilling
two holes through the board which will be m far apart m the length of the
rattles, as a light durable string can be used to attach the rattles by making
& couple of half-httohes around the rattles and stapling the ends of the string
on the back of the board*
To preserve the skeleton a coat of shellac should be painted over the
entire skeleton*

The entire board can be shellaced to make the project appear

of a better quality, shellac should be also painted over the title sign*
Two hang the board with the specimen, two small hooks can be screwed in
to each side on the back of the board and each ocr.-w or hooks being a foot
from the top on each side of the

aide board. Use

ends of

the wirewhich is

two foot long can be attached to

each hook in the sides of the board, this

wire can be used to hang the project on a wall.
The project is now complete

and it can be hanged any

place sodesired,

because it is well preserved, and the quality is of a very studity nature*
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